
Make your move 
to Oracle Cloud 
Applications

The question is not if an organization should move to Oracle Cloud Applications, but rather how to move faster

and cost-effectively. New software installations are typically labor-intensive with a lengthy timeline and big price

tag. For customers currently on Oracle E-Business, this traditional method does not need to apply when moving to

Oracle Cloud Applications. Why? Because the move is Oracle to Oracle.

Same Concepts, Different Platforms

If your organization is on Oracle E-Business, you are most likely
reviewing long-term options. With support ending in 2021, your
current system has an expiration date. Don't let cost concerns keep
you from making the best strategic decision for your company. 

Customizations
Sierra-Cedar has created analysis and mapping tools to review customizations. These tools 

combined with our knowledge of EBS and Oracle Cloud Applications make the mapping of 

customizations faster and easier.

Data
Our Data Migration toolkit consists of multiple components: pre-built extraction scripts from 

EBS, ability to analyze and translate into Cloud-ready routines, and staging the data for the 

Cloud. This process is repeatable for configuration and transactional data, and therefore 

reduces the time for data conversion.

Reports & Interfaces
Reports and interfaces are mapped, re-built if needed, and, in some cases, re-designed in the 

Cloud application. Sierra-Cedar's pre-existing library of reports and integrations help 

accelerate the process significantly.

Testing
Pre-built and automated testing routines rapidly validate the Cloud pods, allowing clients 

more time to review. Conference room piloting is a joint activity performed by Sierra-Cedar 

and the client, in order to confirm and refine the new Cloud pod. 

Training
Training documents from Sierra-Cedar’s Cloud Center of Excellence are provided; enabling 

quick training. With Oracle Cloud Applications intuitive interface and user familiarity with the 

Oracle platform, end-user training time is reduced.

Our approach for moving clients to Oracle Cloud Applications involves pre-mapped business processes, functional

configurations, and technical tools & accelerators. Our goal is to accelerate your move in an efficient way with less

effort needed from your team; saving you time and money. This fast-track concept, based on Sierra-Cedar's Propel

methodology, was built on a solid foundation of experience with traditional EBS on-premise upgrades and

implementations as well as deep knowledge in Oracle Cloud. Here is what you can expect from our service.

Moving to Oracle Cloud Applications

Next steps
Learn more by signing up for a complimentary two-hour workshop. This workshop will include a high-level discovery, 

details of Sierra-Cedar's experience and solutions, a timeline of next steps, and testimonials from our clients. This 

workshop can be conducted in-person or via a web conference. To schedule the Discovery Workshop, email us at 

Contact@Sierra-Cedar.com or call 866.827.3786. 


